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Key Points:9

• An earthquake doublet of MW 7.9 and MW 7.6 ruptured multiple segments and10

curved faults11

• Initial splay fault rupture triggered a large MW 7.9 rupture involving pulses of12

back-propagating supershear rupture13

• Multi-scale rupture growth in a complex fault network may facilitate diverse rup-14

ture behaviors and triggering interactions in the doublet15

Abstract16

A devastating doublet of earthquakes with moment magnitude MW 7.9 and MW 7.6 earth-17

quakes contiguously occurred in SE Türkiye near the NW border of Syria. Here we per-18

form a potency-density tensor inversion to simultaneously estimate rupture evolution19

and fault geometry for the doublet. We find the initial MW 7.9 earthquake involved dis-20

crete episodes of supershear rupture and back-rupture propagation, and was triggered21

by initial rupture along a bifurcated splay of the East Anatolian Fault. The second MW 7.622

event was triggered by the earlier MW 7.9 event, and it involved more extensive super-23

shear rupture along a favorably curved fault, and was likely stopped by geometric bar-24

riers at the fault ends. Our results highlight the multi-scale cascading rupture growth25

across the complex fault network that affects the diverse rupture geometries of the 202326

Türkiye earthquake doublet, contributing to the strong ground shaking and associated27

devastation.28

Plain Language Summary29

On 6 February 2023, devastating dual earthquakes; moment magnitude 7.9 and 7.6 events30

struck southern Türkiye near the northern border of Syria. The two earthquakes were31

only separated ∼90 km and ∼9 hours apart. The strong shaking from the two earthquakes32
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caused significant damage to the buildings and people, having caused over 50,000 fa-33

talities in Türkiye and Syria. The source region is where the Anatolian, Arabian and African34

plates meet, developing the network of faults that hosted the large devastating earth-35

quakes. Seismological analyses using observed seismic waveforms are effective for rapidly36

estimating how the rupture of the two earthquakes evolves over such distinctively ori-37

ented and possibly segmented faults. We use the globally observed seismic records to38

simultaneously estimate rupture evolution and fault geometry of the earthquake dou-39

blet. We find the sequence of both earthquakes involves curved and segmented fault rup-40

tures, including the back-propagating rupture for the initial earthquake, which is fa-41

cilitated by the complex active fault network. The 2023 earthquake doublet displays the42

irregular rupture evolution and diverse triggering behaviors both in a single event and43

across the earthquake sequence, which provide critical inputs in both our understand-44

ing of earthquake-rupture dynamics and better assessment of future damaging earth-45

quakes.46

1 Introduction47

The Eastern Mediterranean region is one of Earth’s most active tectonic environ-48

ments, where the Anatolian plate is extruded westward, escaping from the collision be-49

tween the Arabian and Eurasian plates (McKenzie, 1972; Taymaz, Jackson, & McKen-50

zie, 1991; Taymaz, Eyidogan, & Jackson, 1991; Taymaz et al., 2004). To the southeast of51

the Anatolian plate, the left-lateral East Anatolian Fault (EAF), along with the right-lateral52

North Anatolian Fault (NAF), accommodates the extrusion of the Anatolian plate (Jackson53

& McKenzie, 1984; Taymaz, Eyidogan, & Jackson, 1991; Taymaz et al., 2021). The EAF54

forms an intra-continental transform fault, which separates the Anatolian and Arabian55

plates (Fig. 1). Although the EAF has been less seismically active than that around the56

NAF since instrumental-based catalogues started (e.g., Ambraseys, 1989), the EAF has57

hosted magnitude M 7+ earthquakes in the past, for example, an M 7.1 1893 in Çelikhan,58

an M 7.4 1513 in Pazarcık, and an M 7.5 in 1822 to the east of Hassa (Ambraseys, 1989;59

Ambraseys & Jackson, 1998; Duman & Emre, 2013). Most recently, in 2020, a moment60

magnitude MW 6.8 Doğanyol–Sivrice earthquake broke the region east of the 1893 M 7.161

earthquake (Melgar et al., 2020; Pousse-Beltran et al., 2020; Ragon et al., 2021; Taymaz62

et al., 2021), located to the north-east of the 2023 earthquakes focused on in this study.63

The EAF is recognized to have multiple geometrically segmented faults and a series of64

bends, step-overs, and sub-parallel faults, leading to complex fault networks (Fig. 1) (e.g.,65

Duman & Emre, 2013). This complexity is particularly evident in southern Türkiye, where66

the EAF connects to the triple junction of the Anatolian, Arabian and African plates, and67

the main plate boundary merges into the Dead Sea Fault (DSF) zone to the south. This68

diffuse zone of deformation manifests as a rotation in the strike of the main EAF from69

NE-SW in the NE to SSW-NNE near the town of Pazarcık, SW Kahramanmaraş province70

(Fig. 1). To the north of Kahramanmaraş province, the EW-oriented Sürgü fault zone71

(SFZ), obliquely branches from the main EAF (Arpat & Saroglu, 1972; Taymaz, Eyido-72

gan, & Jackson, 1991; Duman & Emre, 2013; Duman et al., 2020).73

Two devastating earthquakes with M 7.7 and M 7.6 (AFAD, 2023) occurred on Febru-74

ary 6, 2023 near the SW end of the EAF in Nurdağı-Pazarcık segment, SE Türkiye near75

the northern border of Syria (AFAD, 2023; Melgar et al., 2023; Barbot et al., 2023; Rosakis76
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et al., 2023; Zahradník et al., 2023; Delouis et al., 2023). In the following, we refer to77

the magnitude of those earthquakes as MW 7.9 and MW 7.6, respectively, based on our78

own estimates that will be presented in the following sections. The two earthquakes oc-79

curred only ∼9 hours and ∼90 km apart (Fig. 1). The epicenters reported by AFAD (2023)80

show that the initial MW 7.9 earthquake seems to have initiated off the main EAF strand81

in the Narlıdağ fault zone (Duman & Emre, 2013), lying ∼15 km to the east (Fig. 1). In82

contrast, the secondary MW 7.6 earthquake lies near the SFZ (Fig. 1). The relocated af-83

tershocks (Melgar et al., 2023) seemingly align with the main EAF strand and the north-84

ern strand of the EAF, whilst some other linear trends and clusters can be seen off the85

main EAF segment. For example, around the epicenter of the initial MW 7.9 earthquake,86

some aftershocks appear to branch away from the main EAF (Fig. 1). Global Centroid87

Moment Tensor (GCMT) solutions (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) for the88

two earthquakes have oblique left-lateral strike-slip faulting. The fault orientations of89

the two solutions are apparently consistent with the bulk orientations of the main EAF90

segment and the SFZ respectively (Fig. 1), however, the moment tensors show moderately-91

high non-double couple components of 42% and 57%.92

The geometric complexity of the EAF and the adjacent fault networks, the appar-93

ent offset of the initial MW 7.9 epicenter from the main EAF strand, the high non-double94

couple components of the GCMT solutions, and the aftershock distribution with diverse95

orientations collectively suggest the earthquake sequence involved complexity in both96

rupture evolution and fault geometry (Abercrombie et al., 2003; Okuwaki et al., 2021;97

Okuwaki & Fan, 2022). In general, geometric complexities of a fault system are known98

to control rupture speed and direction, and triggering of separated fault segments (Das99

& Aki, 1977; Kase & Day, 2006; Yıkılmaz et al., 2015; Huang, 2018). There is also grow-100

ing observational evidence of rupture irregularity within fault damage zones in differ-101

ent tectonic regimes, such as transient supershear ruptures across fault bends (Bao et102

al., 2019; Socquet et al., 2019), triggering of ruptures with different faulting styles and103

on different segments (Wei et al., 2011; Nissen et al., 2016; Ruppert et al., 2018), and ap-104

parent rupture back-propagation or re-rupture (Hicks et al., 2020; Gallovič et al., 2020;105

Yamashita, Yagi, & Okuwaki, 2022; Yagi et al., 2023). Such diverse rupture behavior in106

different tectonic environments and fault zones gives fundamental inputs that deepen107

and accelerate our understanding of earthquake-source physics and the knock-on ef-108

fects on strong ground motion. However, it has been challenging for seismologists to109

rigorously retrieve rupture complexity that should be recorded in rich waveform datasets,110

because of the necessity of assumptions involving the fault geometry and rupture di-111

rection, which are often not necessarily required by the data itself and sometimes bias112

the interpretation of the earthquake source process. The methodological difficulties in113

analyzing geometrically complex earthquakes are a huge obstacle in our understand-114

ing of earthquake source physics, but also hinder rapid and robust response, especially115

for destructive events like the 2023 SE Türkiye and Syria earthquake sequence, and as-116

sessing of future earthquake (e.g., aftershock) hazard in the short-to-medium term (e.g.,117

Dal Zilio & Ampuero, 2023; Hussain et al., 2023; Hall, 2023).118

Here we report a narrative of rupture evolution of the two MW 7.9 and MW 7.6 earth-119

quakes using teleseismic P -waveforms observed globally at broadband seismic stations.120

We find the two nearby earthquakes ruptured multiple segments and branches of the121
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EAF, and involving curved faults, which likely influenced slip acceleration and decel-122

eration during discrete rupture episodes. Most notably, the initial MW 7.9 earthquake123

involved an apparent back-propagating supershear rupture through and beyond the hypocen-124

ter area, which should be responsible for the series of triggering of sub-events in their125

unfortunately favorable orientation.126

2 Materials and Methods127

In general, finite fault inversion estimates the spatio-temporal slip distribution on128

an assumed fault plane (Olson & Apsel, 1982; Hartzell & Heaton, 1983). Such modeled129

fault geometries may be refined using field observations and satellite imagery that cap-130

tures the surface deformation. However, strictly prescribing fault geometry may bias131

our interpretation of the solution, because limiting model flexibility can mask subtle132

rupture details and fault geometries beyond what can sometimes be observed at the sur-133

face (e.g., Shimizu et al., 2020). Similar problems may arise when strict assumptions are134

made about kinematic information such as rupture velocity and direction.135

In this study, we perform a recently developed potency-density tensor inversion136

(Shimizu et al., 2020; Yamashita, Yagi, Okuwaki, Shimizu, et al., 2022) for both the MW 7.9137

and MW 7.6 earthquakes using teleseismic P -waves. Our approach is particularly effec-138

tive for analyzing complex earthquake sequences, because it does not require any de-139

tailed assumptions about the fault geometry, but rather, we simultaneously solve for fault140

geometry and slip as data requires. In this study, we configured the model-space geom-141

etry based on the recognized active faults (Emre et al., 2018) and the relocated aftershocks142

(Melgar et al., 2023) around the source region of the two earthquakes (Fig. S3). Regard-143

less of this model-space parameterization, one strength of our approach is that the po-144

tency tensors at each source element remain flexible to represent fault geometry that145

deviates from the prescribed model-fault geometry. This modeling flexibility is partic-146

ularly advantageous for analyzing an earthquake in a complex fault zone, where there147

are multiple segments of faults with different orientations, and possible supershear rup-148

tures, which are likely factors for the 2023 SE Türkiye earthquake doublet given the strike-149

slip configuration and known structure of the EAF.150

We adopted a maximum rupture-front speed of 4 km/s based on the upper limit151

of S-wave velocity near the source (Table S1) so that the model space can capture pos-152

sible supershear rupture or inter-subevent dynamic triggering. We also tested a faster153

maximum rupture-front speed at 5 km/s, and the key features of the rupture process154

that we discuss next were reproduced (Fig. S11). We also adopted a sufficiently long max-155

imum slip duration at each source element of 42 s and a total source duration of 80 s156

for the initial earthquake and a maximum slip duration at each source element of 20 s157

and a total source duration of 20 s for the second earthquake (Fig. 2). We represent potency-158

rate functions as a set of linear B splines (multi-time window), and we adopted suffi-159

ciently long durations so that each source element can flexibly represent possible mul-160

tiple slip episodes as data requires. As we will present later, our key finding of appar-161

ent back-rupture propagation is robustly resolved against the different assumptions of162

maximum slip duration at each source element (Fig. S10).163
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Our modeling strategy shares a similarity with that of seismic back-projection, which164

requires very few assumptions about the fault geometry and rupture information (Ishii165

et al., 2005; Y. Xu et al., 2009; Meng et al., 2012; Nissen et al., 2016; Satriano et al., 2012;166

Yao et al., 2011; Taymaz et al., 2021). Our approach additionally provides kinematic in-167

formation by directly solving for the potency-rate density distribution, which should168

enable in-depth evaluation of rupture dynamics that, for example, can be associated with169

variable fault geometry. To perform a stable inversion with such a high degree-of-freedom170

model without overfitting, the uncertainty of the Green’s function is incorporated into171

the data covariance matrix (Yagi & Fukahata, 2011) and the strength of smoothing is ad-172

justed using the Akaike’s Bayesian Information Criterion (e.g., Akaike, 1980; Yabuki &173

Matsu’ura, 1992; Sato et al., 2022). We note the effect of structural heterogeneity can174

also be translated into the uncertainty of Green’s functions if it is stochastic, yet it still175

impacts the finite-fault solution given the complex tectonic setting in the study region,176

which may affect the relative timing of rupture. As demonstrated in Fig. S9, allowing177

a high degree of freedom of modeling should rather help stabilize the solution; for ex-178

ample, only allowing pure vertical strike-slip faulting yields poor data fits (Fig. S9) and179

an unstable solution that yields an opposite sense-of-slip to what is expected for the re-180

gional tectonic regime (e.g., Fukahata & Wright, 2008). This exercise highlights the im-181

portance of permitting a complex rupture scenario with enough model freedom and over-182

constraining the model would fail to explain the seismic signals that are responsible for183

the change of focal mechanism during rupture (e.g., Shimizu et al., 2020). Aftershock184

focal mechanisms and moment tensors show a variability with a deviation from pure185

strike-slip faulting (Fig. 1), helping to demonstrate that a flexible potency-density ten-186

sor approach is required.187

We applied a standardized data processing workflow for our potency-density ten-188

sor approach that has been applied to earthquakes in different tectonic regimes (Shimizu189

et al., 2020; Tadapansawut et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2021; Fan et al., 2022; Fang et al., 2022;190

Hicks et al., 2020; Yamashita, Yagi, Okuwaki, Shimizu, et al., 2022; Yagi et al., 2023). We191

used the vertical component of teleseismic P -waveforms from a total of 39 and 37 sta-192

tions for the MW 7.9 and MW 7.6 earthquakes, respectively (Figs. S1 and S2). The data193

were selected to ensure sufficient azimuthal coverage so that we can resolve potential194

variations of radiation pattern during the rupture evolution and hence spatiotemporal195

changes of fault geometry. We selected data so that we manually picked the first mo-196

tion of P -wave (e.g., Okuwaki et al., 2016). The data were then restituted to velocity at197

1.0-s sampling interval by removing the instrumental responses. Green’s functions were198

calculated based on the method of Kikuchi and Kanamori (1991), adopting CRUST1.0199

model (Laske et al., 2013) for the one-dimensional layered velocity structure around the200

source region (Table S1). We further tested the robustness of our modeling against an201

alternative structural model adopted from the ak135 model (Kennett et al., 1995) (Ta-202

ble S2), showing that the resultant pattern of potency-density tensors is less sensitive203

to the choice of the near-source structure model (Fig. S7). The initial rupture point is204

taken from the relocated epicenter for the MW 7.9 earthquake (Melgar et al., 2023) and205

on the model fault near the relocated epicenter for the MW 7.6 earthquake. We set the206

hypocentral depth at 15 km for both earthquakes (Fig. S3). The uniformly-distributed207

model source elements are regularly spaced 10×5 km and 5×5 km in the along-strike208

and dip directions for the MW 7.9 and MW 7.6 earthquakes, respectively, along a ver-209
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tically dipping non-planar model fault that aligns with the active faults (Emre et al., 2018)210

and the relocated aftershocks (Fig. S3). Together with the curved main EAF strand, we211

adopted a splay fault into our model fault centered on the initial rupture point, which212

is oriented at 35◦ NE, having an acute angle relative to the main EAF in NE direction213

(Fig. S3).214

3 Results215

3.1 Initial MW 7.9 Nurdağı-Pazarcık earthquake216

Our potency-density tensor inversion finds the first earthquake ruptured a total217

of 350 km length; 200 km length northeast from the epicenter and 150 km southwest218

of the epicenter along our modeled fault, including the splay fault domain (Figs. 2 and219

S4). The total seismic moment is 9.6×1020 N m (MW 7.9), which is similar to the that220

estimated from coda waves (X. Jiang et al., 2023). The overall faulting mechanism in-221

dicated by the flexible potency density tensors is consistent with our prescribed non-222

planar model fault geometry (Fig. 2). The potency-density tensors show a largely pla-223

nar fault with depth. The space-time evolution of the rupture shows four distinct episodes224

which we describe in the following paragraphs.225

Rupture Episode 1. The first-motion faulting mechanism using local-regional wave-226

forms (Fig. 3) indicates this rupture initiated at the hypocentre along a fault plane with227

a NW-SE fault, but with an oblique-normal sense of slip after nucleation, the rupture228

then propagates bilaterally toward the NE and SW for the first 10 s after origin time (OT),229

extending 25 km either side of the hypocenter along the splay fault. The moment-rate230

release of this initial rupture episode is minor, having only 3% of the total seismic mo-231

ment (MW 6.9). Our potency-rate density tensor solution shows left-lateral faulting on232

a faulting striking 36◦ (based on the largest potency rate in 7–8 s time window; Fig. 3),233

more consistent with the prescribed splay fault rather than the main EAF (Fig. 3).234

Rupture Episode 2. After a relative quiescence for 5 s after the end of the first episode,235

the second rupture episode starts at OT+15 s, lying 60 km NE of the epicenter. This episode236

releases the greatest amount of seismic moment (35%; MW 7.6) of the entire rupture.237

The rupture propagates in an asymmetric bilateral manner with a strong SW-oriented238

direction, rupturing a total length of 120 km over 20 s duration. Most notably, the SW239

flank of the rupture front apparently back-propagates through the hypocentral region240

beyond 20 km SW of the epicenter (Fig. 2). The migration speed of the associated SW-241

directing back-propagating rupture signal exceeds the local S-wave velocity (Table S1;242

Laske et al., 2013) (Fig. 2; Movies S1 and S2), indicating super-shear rupture during the243

latter portion of this rupture episode. Although rigorous estimates of rupture velocity244

can be limited due to the smoothing constraints, the migration speed of this high slip-245

rate zone is related to the rupture-front velocity (Okuwaki et al., 2020), and has been246

calibrated well with rupture velocities from independent back-projection results for other247

earthquakes (e.g., Hicks et al., 2020). The fault geometry estimated from our potency-248

density tensor approach shows vertical strike-slip faulting with a strike of 55◦ (e.g., where249

we solved the largest potency rate at 22–23 s; Fig. 3) that is consistent with the main EAF.250

We note that the source elements with minor potency rate may be affected by the sur-251
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rounding major potency rate due to smoothing effects, so we do not interpret the resul-252

tant strike angle from those minor potency-rate tensors.253

Rupture Episode 3. A third rupture phase NE of the hypocentre begins to be dom-254

inant from OT+35 s, soon after the SW back-rupture propagation decays. This phase255

accounts for 15% of the total seismic moment (MW 7.4). It first propagates to the SW256

near the NE flank of the second rupture episode, but then the NE-oriented component257

of the bilateral rupture becomes more dominant during OT+37–45 s, rupturing a to-258

tal length of 100 km until it immediately stops near the NE edge of the model domain259

at 120 km NE from the epicenter (Fig. 2). The strike orientation is similar to that of Episode260

2 and remains consistent with the main EAF. We refrain from measuring rupture speeds261

for this episode as they seem sensitive to the assumption of maximum slip duration (Fig.262

S10).263

Rupture Episode 4. A fourth rupture episode starts at OT+45 s in the SW corner264

of the model domain, partially overlapping in space with the second rupture. The rup-265

ture front unilaterally propagates toward the SW at fast, supershear speed, exceeding266

the local S-wave velocity during OT+45–55 s. Then, the rupture front apparently slows267

down ∼150 km SW of the junction between the EAF and splay faults, and completely268

stops at 75 s. The strike orientation is 54◦ (based on the largest potency rate in 50–51 s269

time window). The fourth rupture episode has 43% of the total seismic moment (MW 7.7),270

and the potency-density tensors have a median non-double couple component of 24%271

(e.g., 60–61 s; Fig. 3).272

3.2 Secondary MW 7.6 Ekinözü earthquake273

The rupture of the later MW 7.6 earthquake is much more confined, rupturing 80274

km length and 20 km width over a single episode, and the total seismic moment is 3.2×275

1020 N m (MW 7.6). The rupture evolution is asymmetric bilateral with a dominant westwards-276

directed rupture from the epicenter. The west-oriented rupture propagates at faster than277

the local S-wave velocity (Table S1; Fig. 2; Movies S1 and S3) from 6 to 10 s. The rup-278

ture immediately stops at around 15 s. The fault geometry estimated from our potency-279

density tensors has an EW-oriented curved fault strike with strike-slip faulting, which280

is well aligned with the prescribed curved model plane geometry. The estimated fault281

dip is dominantly vertical, but the dip angle slightly shallows with depth from 76◦ to282

61◦, as defined by the maximum along-strike potency density (Fig. S4b). Near the end283

of the rupture, dip-slip faulting components become dominant at the tips of the main284

rupture, with strikes rotated north-south (Fig. 3).285

4 Discussion286

4.1 MW 7.9 event: rupture initiation on a splay fault to the main EAF287

The initial rupture of the MW 7.9 event has a different fault orientation than that288

of the following main bilateral rupture that releases most (97%) of the seismic moment.289

For example, during the peak slip of the first rupture episode (7–8 s), the strike is 36◦,290

whilst the later bilateral rupture episode has a strike of 55◦ (Fig. 3). Intense aftershock291

activity is observed NE of the epicenter (Melgar et al., 2023), in a lineation oriented SW292
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to NE, seemingly connecting to the main EAF strand (Fig. 3). The alignment of these af-293

tershocks on the splay fault is consistent with the strike estimated from our inversion.294

To the east of the epicenter, the Narlıdağ fault zone has been mapped to extend to the295

N and NE (Perinçek & Çemen, 1990; Duman & Emre, 2013). From rapid analyses of the296

satellite images and field measurements, surface rupture is also observed near the epi-297

center, which is elongated NE and is consistent with our estimated strike orientation (Reitman298

et al., 2023), which is called as Nurdağı-Pazarcık fault by Melgar et al. (2023). Thus, the299

first rupture episode occurred on a sub-parallel splay fault to the main EAF. Although300

our potency-density tensor inversion finds mostly pure strike-slip faulting during the301

first rupture episode, the first-motion mechanism from near-field waveforms suggest302

that the rupture initiated with a weak phase of oblique-normal faulting (Fig. 3c), which303

is likely too small to be resolved in teleseismic waveforms. From our estimated strike304

orientations, the angle between the splay fault and the main EAF model domain is ∼18◦,305

which is close to the peak of the splay fault angle distributions (±17◦) that was previ-306

ously observed for active faults in California (Ando et al., 2009; Scholz et al., 2010). In307

between the first and second rupture episodes, we only see minor moment release, which308

may suggest a non-continuous rupture at the junction between the splay fault and main309

EAF. However, due to the insufficient spatial resolution of the teleseismic data we used,310

it is difficult to rigorously discuss how the splay fault and the main EAF are physically311

connected solely based on our result.312

4.2 Rupture dynamics during apparent back-propagating slip313

One of the most notable features of the MW 7.9 earthquake is the asymmetric bi-314

lateral rupture of the second episode during OT+15–35 s (Fig. 2), where the SW flank315

of the bilateral rupture apparently propagates back through the hypocentral area. We316

confirmed this apparent back-propagation rupture behavior is robustly retrieved even317

if we changed model assumptions, such as the maximum duration of bases slip func-318

tions and the hypothesized rupture-front speed (Figs. S10 and S11). Such a boomerang-319

like back rupture propagation is an end-member rupture behavior that has become more320

frequently reported with higher-resolution datasets and more detailed rupture imag-321

ing (Meng et al., 2018; Hicks et al., 2020; Yamashita, Yagi, & Okuwaki, 2022; Vallée et322

al., 2023). However, because the earthquakes in all of these cases studied were either323

deep or in remote areas, there were no surface rupture observations that could have ex-324

plained the apparent back-rupture propagation. Therefore, the apparent boomerang rup-325

ture of the 2023 SE Türkiye earthquake is intriguing because we show that the rupture326

propagated along different sub-parallel fault strands which could offer an mechanism327

for these previously reported examples of back-propagating ruptures.328

Although it is still difficult to find a deterministic explanation of why the initial329

rupture occurred on the more minor bifurcated fault rather than the main EAF, the se-330

ries of multiple ruptures that are responsible for the resultant boomerang-like rupture331

can be explained by a cascading up of rupture size based on a hierarchical rupture model332

(e.g., Ide & Aochi, 2005; Otsuki & Dilov, 2005). In this case, the main rupture could have333

been dynamically triggered by the initial splay fault rupture as it cascades up to the longer334

scale of the rupture. The main EAF should have accumulated enough strain due to the335

plate accommodation (e.g., Aktug et al., 2016; Weiss et al., 2020), which makes it ready336
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to be ruptured once assisted by the initial rupture on the bifurcated fault. Although our337

sole use of teleseismic data may not rigorously discriminate the absolute location of the338

slip on the closely located parallel faults, we favor that the apparent back-propagating339

part of the rupture occurred on the main EAF because of the higher potency rate on the340

main EAF model fault rather than on the splay model fault (Fig. 2c,d). This assumption341

is supported by independent modeling using geodetic datasets that finds larger slip along342

the main EAF than on the splay fault (Barbot et al., 2023; Mai et al., 2023; Melgar et al.,343

2023).344

Rupture dynamics across branching faults have been extensively studied by nu-345

merical simulations (Kame et al., 2003; Ando & Yamashita, 2007; Aochi et al., 2000; Bhat346

et al., 2007; S. Xu et al., 2015; Okubo et al., 2020). Backward branching rupture is par-347

ticularly proposed (Fliss et al., 2005), where stress accumulation at the tip of the main348

fault enhances rupture jump onto the neighboring branch fault, nucleating bilateral rup-349

ture in which one flank can be seen as apparent backward rupture. Although it remains350

to be solved whether the initial rupture is physically intersecting the main EAF or not,351

our source model shows that the initial rupture is not continuously propagating with352

a sufficiently strong slip-rate into the main EAF, and the second rupture episode begins353

on the main EAF ∼20 km SW from the apparent junction of the initial fault strand and354

the main EAF. The spatiotemporal gap between the initial and second rupture episodes355

might play a role to enable the cascade up or jump of rupture to the larger scale main356

rupture. The main EAF west of the junction with the Narlıdağ fault zone should be sit-357

uated in the extensional quadrant of the left-lateral Rupture Episode 1, which may im-358

part a stress shadow on the main EAF. Such a stress shadow may have disrupted the SW-359

directed Rupture Episode 2, which we see as a temporary rupture deceleration at OT+15–360

20 s before it then accelerated to a discrete phase of supershear rupture (Fig. 2). The rup-361

ture propagation toward SW through the hypocentral region may be enabled because362

the longer-scale main EAF rupture should have enough fracture energy to easily over-363

come the area affected by the stress shadow possibly generated by the lower level of rup-364

ture episode. Dynamic rupture simulations will help to shed further light on rupture365

processes across this fault junction (e.g., Rosakis et al., 2023).366

The strike orientation during the second rupture episode (OT+15–20 s) is slightly367

rotated clockwise, which is also mapped in the main EAF strand west of the junction368

(Figs. 1 and 3). If this change in fault orientation acts as a restraining bend given the back-369

ground stress field, the rupture propagation may cause a concentration of stress at the370

bend. This might have caused the rupture deceleration, which can be seen as the slip371

stagnation during OT+15–20 s. Soon after this pause, dynamic stresses allowed the rup-372

ture to continue and propagate to the SW and even briefly accelerate its speed, which373

can be consistent with the predicted behavior of a supershear rupture transition across374

restraining bends (e.g., Bruhat et al., 2016). We emphasize here that our source model375

does show that the Mw 7.9 earthquake is not supershear throughout the entire event,376

but it involves discrete supershear along certain fault segments during each rupture episode.377

Such discrete supershear pulses have been independently estimated using near-field records378

(e.g., Delouis et al., 2023) and numerical simulations (e.g., Abdelmeguid et al., 2023).379

We further note that the NE and SW boundaries of the second rupture episode co-380

incide with mapped fault steps near Gölbaşı and south of Nurdağı (see locations S1 and381
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S2 in Fig. S5). Such steps may contribute to the apparent gaps of 10 s between the sec-382

ond and subsequent rupture episodes (Fig. S5). We do not have enough evidence to ex-383

plain how such gaps are physically connected, but our finding will stimulate further re-384

search to investigate how the rupture evolved across fault steps, for example, the long385

nucleation processes or possibly inter-subevent slow deformation.386

4.3 The SW-end third rupture episode broke multiple fault segments387

Together with the radiation pattern of left-lateral faulting, the strong directivity388

of the SW-oriented back rupture process can result in a further cascading of the rup-389

ture toward the SW. Our source model exhibits a relatively fast and smooth rupture along390

the section near Nurdağı, whilst it suddenly slows down at 55 s, where the rupture in-391

tersects at the apparent left-step in the active fault strand south of Hassa (Fig. 1). Al-392

though the SW-oriented rupture propagation and the deceleration of migration speed393

south of Hassa are robustly resolved, we refrain from discussing the potency rate found394

at the very beginning of the rupture episode 4 (at around ∼0 km from the fault junction;395

Fig. 2c) because it is located close to the model boundary and its appearance is depen-396

dent on the assumption of duration of potency-rate functions (Fig. S10).397

The strike extracted from the best-double-couple solution of our estimated potency-398

density tensors is not apparently aligned with the bulk linear trend of the active faults399

(Fig. 2). However, because we observe non-double-couple fractions for the SW end rup-400

ture (e.g., 24% during 60–61 s; Fig. 3), we cannot clearly define which individual fault401

strands likely ruptured. South of Hassa, several distinct fault segments are separated402

by step-overs (Fig. 3) (Duman & Emre, 2013). The aftershock distribution here is also403

more scattered than elsewhere along the main EAF and along the splay fault. These af-404

tershock patterns appear consistent between catalogs using different relocation meth-405

ods (Melgar et al., 2023; Lomax, 2023) (Fig. S8); however, we cannot rule out a greater406

earthquake location uncertainty due to diminished regional seismic network coverage407

close to the Syria border. Pre-earthquake field measurements (Emre et al., 2018; Duman408

& Emre, 2013), as well as the fault rupture mapping immediately after the 2023 earth-409

quakes (Reitman et al., 2023) show a zigzag geometry involving the bends and curves.410

This evidence collectively suggests that the later phase of rupture may have involved411

multiple faults with different geometries in the SW.412

4.4 MW 7.6 event: curved and focused rupture413

We find the MW 7.6 earthquake shows a much more focused rupture process, com-414

pared with the preceding MW 7.9 event. Yet, our solution finds that the strike of the rup-415

tured fault geometry curves gradually, with a counterclockwise rotation toward the west.416

The rotation trend can favorably be oriented to the optimal plane of the background hor-417

izontal stress given the bulk E-W oriented left-lateral strike-slip system of the Sürgü fault418

zone. This trend can thus favor rupture propagation, in a similar way to a fault-releasing419

bend (e.g., Kase & Day, 2006). In addition, such a favorably curved fault geometry may420

have facilitated the supershear rupture (e.g., Trugman & Dunham, 2014; Bruhat et al.,421

2016), albeit over a relatively short distance. At the western and eastern ends of the model422

domain, we find a significant change of mapped fault geometry and the orientation of423
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the potency density tensors. At these domains, the strike orientation is almost NS, and424

dip-slip faulting becomes dominant. The complex network in Göksun-Savrun faults to425

the west and Nurhak Fault complex to the east (Duman & Emre, 2013) can explain such426

the significant change of fault geometry, asymmetric nature of the bilateral rupture, and427

the likely reason for abrupt rupture termination at both ends.428

The collocation of the two MW 7.9 and MW 7.6 earthquakes, only separated around429

9 hours apart, may give rise to a question over how the initial MW 7.9 earthquake can430

affect and possibly trigger the later MW 7.6 earthquake. Such earthquake doublets have431

been reported before in different tectonic environments (e.g., Lay & Kanamori, 1980;432

Astiz & Kanamori, 1984; Nissen et al., 2016; Ammon et al., 2008; Fan et al., 2016; Lay433

et al., 2013; ten Brink et al., 2020; Hicks & Rietbrock, 2015; Ross et al., 2019; Y. Jiang434

et al., 2022; Yagi et al., 2023). Our Coulomb stress analyses using our estimated source435

model shows the MW 7.9 earthquake may have induced positive static stress change in436

the hypothesized MW 7.6 source domain (∼0.4 bar) (Fig. S6), which may have brought437

the fault that hosted the MW 7.6 earthquake closer to failure.438

Conclusions439

We find the differently oriented, curved, and multiple fault segments facilitate the440

series of complex rupture geometries during the devastating earthquakes in 2023. Back-441

propagating rupture with discrete interludes of rupture at supershear velocity during442

the initial MW 7.9 earthquake was facilitated by the branching fault rupture that pro-443

vided an initial stress trigger to the larger-scale main EAF rupture. The secondary MW 7.6444

earthquake involved a more continuous, westward-directed supershear rupture, which445

was abruptly interrupted by the geometric barriers in both the western and eastern ends446

of the northern strand of the EAF, being responsible for the relatively focused rupture447

extent. Our results suggest the geometrically complex fault network around the source448

region should be key to developing multi-scale cascading rupture growth and alternat-449

ing rupture directions, which will be critical inputs for both our understanding of earth-450

quake source physics and better assessment of the future damaging earthquakes in com-451

plex fault zones.452
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Figure 1. Summary of the study region. The yellow stars are the relocated epicenters of the

MW 7.9 and MW 7.6 earthquakes. The dots are the relocated aftershocks (M≥1.1) from 2023-02-06

01:17:32 (UTC) to 2023-02-16 21:35:55 (UTC) (after Melgar et al., 2023). The blue beachballs are

the GCMT solutions (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) and the gray beachballs are

the focal mechanisms determined by the AFAD (AFAD Focal Mechanism Solution, 2023) during

the 2023 earthquake sequence. The active faults are from Emre et al. (2018), including the East

Anatolian Fault Zone (EAFZ), Sürgü Fault Zone (SFZ), and Narlıdağ fault zone (NFZ). The square

markers locate major provinces and towns. The white star is the epicenter of the 2020 MW 6.7

Doğanyol–Sivrice earthquake (Taymaz et al., 2021). The circles are the epicenters of the historical

earthquakes (Ambraseys, 1989; Ambraseys & Jackson, 1998). The basemap tiles (terrain) including

the administrative boundaries are provided by Stamen Design (under CC BY 3.0 license) and Open-

StreetMap (under ODbL license). The inset map shows the boundaries between Aegean Sea (AS),

African (AF), Anatolian (AT), Arabian (AR), and Eurasian (EU) plates (Bird, 2003). The arrows de-

note the relative motion of the EAF and the NAF. The square box outlines the map extent of Fig. 1.
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Figure 2. Summary of our solutions for the MW 7.9 and MW 7.6 earthquakes. (a) The beach-

ball shows the lower-hemisphere projection of the moment tensor calculated by integrating the

potency-rate density tensors with respect to time at each source element, with its size scaled with

the potency density. Only the moment tensors with the maximum potency density along depth

are shown. A full set of the potency-density tensors are shown in Fig. S4. The stars, dots, and

lines are the same as shown in Fig. 1. (b) The moment-rate functions. The right panels show the

spatiotemporal distributions of the potency-rate density for (c,d) the MW 7.9 and (e) the MW 7.6

earthquakes, projected along the non-planar model faults. The “0” on the X-axis of panel (c) cor-

responds to the location of junction between the splay fault and the main EAF, while “0” of panel

(d) corresponds to the initial rupture point on the splay fault. The star shows the location of the

source element on the EAF that is closest to the initial rupture point on the splay fault. The dashed

contours show the potency-rate density on the splay fault during OT+0–15 s projected onto the ap-

proximate location on the main EAF model domain. The panel (d) is the splay fault domain for the

MW 7.9 earthquake. The abscissa shows the distance along the model fault. The dashed lines of CP

(6.0 km/s) and CS (3.5 km/s) represent the reference P - and S-wave velocities near the source re-

gion from the first layer of Table S1. The black contours are drawn at every 0.13 m/s (lower panels)

and 0.36 m/s (upper panel) for the MW 7.9 and the MW 7.6 earthquakes, respectively. The panel

(d) is flipped horizontally so that it can intuitively be compared with a map view of the correspond-

ing model.
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Figure 3. Selected snapshots of the spatiotemporal potency-rate density tensor distributions for

(a) the MW 7.6 and (b) MW 7.9 earthquakes. The time window for the snapshot is shown on the

corresponding panel. The yellow bar is the strike orientation extracted from the best-fitting double-

couple components of the resultant potency-rate density tensors. The size of the beachball is scaled

by the maximum potency-rate density in the corresponding time window. The optimum strike

angle is one of the two possible nodal planes that minimizes the inner product of fault-normal

vectors of the candidate plane and the reference fault plane: 54◦/90◦ and 261◦/90◦ (strike/dip) for

the MW 7.9 and the MW 7.6 earthquakes, respectively. Only the source elements of the maximum

potency-rate density along depth are shown. The full snapshots are shown in Movies S1–S3. Panels

(c) and (d) show the enlarged view of the initial and fourth rupture episodes, respectively. The

inset on (c) shows the best-fitting focal mechanism: 197◦/86◦/56◦ (strike/dip/rake) determined by

first-motions recorded by seismometer and strong-motion stations up to 350 km away (see Open

Research) using the method of Hardebeck and Shearer (2002) with takeoff angles computed in the

velocity model of Melgar et al. (2020). The stars, dots, and lines are the same as shown in Fig. 1.

Panel (e) shows the map extents of (a) and (b).
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Table S1. Near-source structure used for calculating Green’s functions, adopted from CRUST1.0

model (Laske et al., 2013).

VP (km/s) VS (km/s) Density (g/cm3) Thickness (km)

6.00 3.52 2.72 17.64
6.30 3.68 2.79 8.90
6.60 3.82 2.85 9.64
8.08 4.49 3.33 - (below moho)

Table S2. An alternative near-source structure used for calculating Green’s functions, adopted

from ak135 model (Kennett et al., 1995).

VP (km/s) VS (km/s) Density (g/cm3) Thickness (km)

5.80 3.46 2.45 20.0
6.50 3.85 2.71 15.0
8.04 4.48 3.30 - (below moho)

Figure S1. Waveform fits of the initial MW 7.9 earthquake model. The black and red traces are

the observed and synthetic waveforms. The station code and channel, the maximum amplitude of

observed waveform (Aobs
max), the station azimuth (φ), and the epicentral distance (∆) are shown on

the left of each panel. The bottom map is an azimuthal equidistant projection of the station distri-

bution (triangle). The star shows the epicenter. The dashed lines are the epicentral distances at 30◦

and 90◦.
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Figure S2. Waveform fits of the secondary MW 7.6 earthquake model. The black and red traces

are the observed and synthetic waveforms. The station code and channel, the maximum amplitude

of observed waveform (Aobs
max), the station azimuth (φ), and the epicentral distance (∆) are shown

on the left of each panel. The bottom map is an azimuthal equidistant projection of the station

distribution (triangle). The star shows the epicenter. The dashed lines are the epicentral distances

at 30◦ and 90◦.
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Figure S3. Model-fault geometries for the MW 7.9 (green) and MW 7.6 (orange) earthquakes

used for our potency-density tensor inversion. The colored dots shows the location of the source

elements. The hypothesized initial rupture point is marked as a thick black circle on a map. The

relocated mainshocks (stars), aftershocks (gray dots), and active faults are the same as shown in

Fig. 1.
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Figure S4. Cross sections of the total potency-density tensor distributions for (a) the MW 7.9

(reddish) and (b) the MW 7.6 (blueish) earthquakes. The beachball is the lower hemisphere projec-

tion of the moment tensor drawn by using Pyrocko (Heimann et al., 2017), which is projected on

a plane of {strike, dip} = {54◦, 90◦} for the panels (a) and {strike, dip} = {278◦, 90◦} for the panel

(b). The size of the beachball is scaled by potency density. The abscissa is a distance from the hy-

pothesized initial rupture point along the non-planar model fault. For each panel, the vertical axis

(Y-axis) is stretched by a factor of 2 for the visibility of the figure. The dashed line on panel (a)

denotes the point on the EAF, which is closest to the initial rupture point on the splay model fault.

The panel (b) is flipped horizontally so that it can intuitively be compared with map view of the

corresponding model (MW 7.6 earthquake) in Fig. 2. The black contours are drawn at every 1.5 m

(lower panels) and 2.3 m (upper panel) for the MW 7.9 and the MW 7.6 earthquakes, respectively.
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Figure S5. Comparison between (a) the potency-rate density tensor distribution and (b) the active

faults. The dashed lines indicate the approximate positions of the steps, shown on a map (c) as S1

and S2. Panels (a,b) are from Fig. 2, and the active faults, the mainshocks, and the aftershocks are

the same as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure S6. The Coulomb stress change (King et al., 1994; Lin & Stein, 2004; Toda et al., 2005;

Wang et al., 2021) from our preferred solution (Fig. S4a) to the target fault of the MW 7.6 earth-

quake (inset), averaged over 5–30 km depths. The Coulomb stresses are calculated with a friction

coefficient of 0.4, poison ratio of 0.25, and Young’s modulus of 8×105 bars. The target fault is of

261◦/42◦/−8◦ (strike/dip/rake) from the GCMT solution for the MW 7.6 earthquake (Dziewonski

et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). The relocated mainshocks (stars), aftershocks (gray dots), and

active faults are the same as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure S7. Comparison of solutions using different velocity structure models adopted from (a)

the CRUST1.0 model (Laske et al., 2013) (Table S1) and (b) the ak135 model (Kennett et al., 1995)

(Table S2). The beachball shows the lower-hemisphere projection of the moment tensor calculated

by integrating the potency-rate density tensors with respect to time at each source element with its

size scaled with the potency, which is projected on a plane of {strike, dip} = {54◦, 90◦}
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Figure S8. Comparison of aftershock distributions from Melgar et al. (2023) and Lomax (2023)

(magnitude>3; from 2023-02-06 to 2023-02-13)
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Figure S9. Comparison of solutions using different bases tensor constraints. The panels (a–c)

show our preferred solution, and the panels (d–f) show the solution by constraining the potency to

be only strike-slip. Specifically, this constraint is realized by adopting only two components of basis

moment tensors of M1 and M2 designed by Kikuchi and Kanamori (1991) (see Figure 1 in Kikuchi

and Kanamori (1991)). The selected waveform fits from (g) our preferred solution and (h) the re-

stricted solution. The black trace is the observed waveform and the colored trace is the synthetic

waveform. The panel (i) is the station distribution, where the stations displayed in the panels (g)

and (h) are highlighted by red. All the other symbols and the ways of projection presented in this

figure are the same as shown in Figs. 2 and S4.
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Figure S10. Comparison of solutions using different assumptions of maximum duration of

potency-rate density functions. The panel (a,b) shows our preferred solution assuming a 42-s dura-

tion, and the panel (c,d) shows the alternative solution assuming a 32-s duration. The symbols and

projection are the same as those of Figure 2.
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Figure S11. Comparison of solutions using different assumptions of hypothesized rupture-front

velocity at (a) 4 km/s and (b) 5 km/s. The symbols and projection are the same as those of Figure 3.
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Movie S1. Cross sections of the spatiotemporal potency-rate density tensor distribution
for (a,b) the MW 7.9 earthquake and (c) the MW 7.6 earthquake. Panel (b) is the splay
fault domain. The X-axis is the distance along the non-planar model-fault plane. The
“0” on the X-axis means our hypothesized initial rupture point, except for Panel (a), which
corresponds to the location of junction between the splay fault and the main EAF. The
dashed line on Panel (a) denotes the point on the EAF, which is closest to the initial rup-
ture point on the splay model fault. Note that Panel (c) is flipped horizontally so the right-
hand side is orienting to east.

Movie S2. Map view of the spatiotemporal potency-rate density tensor distribution for
the MW 7.9 earthquake. The size of the beachball is scaled by the maximum potency-
rate density for each model. The moment-rate function (left top) and the temporal evo-
lution of the potency-rate density distribution (right top) are the same as shown in Fig. 2.
The epicenters (stars), aftershocks, and active faults are the same as shown in Fig. 1.

Movie S3. Same as Movie S2, but for the MW 7.6 earthquake.
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